The Emergent Principle

Chapter 6
Be aware of your timelessness for all is endlessly one.
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What we resist will persist.

- Rod McCormick
Resistance allows time for the universe to exist.
Every form is the product of its resistance
Time/resistance/weight are inextricably bound.
Resistance/Life is the means to learn about non-resistance - a catch 22.
Resistance: entering the dark to regain the light.
We are what we think.
All that we are arises with our thoughts.
With our thoughts we make the world.
- Buddha
Resistance brings matter to form and the blue-print of matter is binary code.
Resistance puts meat on binary code
Every material thing has a binary equivalent.
With each on/off (0/1) the universe completely disappears.
Special Relativity describes the annihilation process.

- by Salvador Dali
Driving the Big Bang

If the one rapid particle was slowed sufficiently it would be seen as a switch flipping on/off. Now, imagine that you are in control of this switch and could speed it up or slow it down at will. It would appear that the faster the switch was turned on/off the more complicated the emergent patterns became - just as a moving light in the dark. You would also become aware that these patterns were seducing you to enter into experiences that might distract you into forgetting your own information. This is
disconcerting because you already know that it is all an illusion being created from a single switch doing nothing more than flipping on and off. There is only one repetitive action yet you feel a growing seductive force as you increase the throttle (accelerator). In spite of this, and because you remain firmly aware, you do not relinquish your position to any seduction. Instead, you slow the switch down and diffuse all the complicated patterns to an observable movement once again.
Building tension
Switch-master:

Anyone who learns the truth of the switch has the power to drive it; the power to choose experiences at will without sacrificing power. Each of us is the switch-master but when we forget who we are the switch takes over and we lose control. We are obliged to recover by learning about the emergent principle that seduces us to relinquish control.